The Hele-Shaw cell involves two immiscible fluids separated by an interface. Possible topology changes in the interface are investigated. In particular, we ask whether a thin neck between two masses of the fluid can develop, get thinner, and finally break. To study this, we employ the lubrication approximation, which implies for a symmetrical neck that the neck thickness h obeys h, +(hh ")"=0.The question is whether, starting with smooth positive initial data for h, one can achieve h =0, and hence a possible broken neck within a finite time. One possibility is that, instead of breaking, the neck gets continually thinner and finally goes to zero thickness only at infinite time. Here, we investigate one set of initial data and argue that in this case the system does indeed realize this infinite-time breakage scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the questions which runs through many mathematical studies of hydrodynamics and of nonlinear partial-difFerential equations (PDE s) is whether or not, starting from initially smooth flows, the solutions to these equations develop singularities in finite time. For example, understanding whether or not singularities develop in the Euler equations is quite important for the development of a good understanding of turbulence. Generally, these singularity questions have turned out to be very hard [1] . We do understand Burger's equation [2] , which describes a one-dimensional fluid. However, we do not understand singularity questions related to Euler's equation in three dimensions [3] .
One difhculty is that singularities may develop only occasionally or that they may be hard to observe. But, there is one class of problems in which the appearance of a singularity is likely to be almost unmistakable. Consider two Quids separated by an interface. Imagine that at the interface there is a discontinuous pressure drop Ap across the surface related to the surface tension~through b2 V
must occur if fluids are ever to separate into disconnected parts. Figure 1 is a sequence which shows such a breakage in a laboratory setup [4] . This figure shows a quasitwo-dimensional situation in which two fluids (air and water) are confined to the narrow gap between two glass plates. It is not clear how important a role the actual three-dimensional nature of the cell plays in the breakup of the mass of water.
In this paper, we shall not focus upon the experimental situation. Instead, we shall question when and how a given set of hydrodynamic equations can show neck breakage, with the accompanying singularity formation.
In this paper, we propose to investigate this question in the simplest possible situation: the so-called Hele-Shaw [5] flow in which two fluids are confined to the thin gap region between two Qat plates. The gap is thin so that the component of the velocity perpendicular to the plates may be neglected. The plates produce a friction upon the fluids so that their average velocity components along the plates v may be described by a potential flow. The twocomponent velocity obeys bp =r+R where the R's are the principal radii of curvature of the surface. Clearly, if a thin neck connecting two regions of fluid suddenly breaks, the interfaces bounding the two separated fluids will tend to fly apart. Such events must involve the appearance of some singularity in the shape of the surface or the velocity or both. This neck breakage Here, the pressure p is presumed to depend only upon the coordinates x and y along the plates, b is the distance between the two plates, and p is the viscosity of the Quid in question. For simplicity we assume that the two fluids have a very high viscosity contrast, as between pair air and water. Then the pressure within the less viscous fluid may be considered to be independent of position [6] . To fully define this situation, we must append to Eq. (2) boundary conditions describing discontinuities at the interface between the two fluids. One such boundary condition is the statement that the normal component of the velocities of both fluids is identical, so that the interface moves with the Auids. The other boundary condition is more problematical [8] . In the real world, fiuids are three dimensional, and Eq. (1) A. The model for t greater than zero. Here P(t) is a dimensionless version of the pressure in the "air. " If P )0, the "air" is pushing on the "water. " There is a tendency for the column of water to thin. If P &0, the column has a tendency to bulge at the center. The particular cases we studied all have P(t) being a constant, independent of t The problem is fully defined by giving P and initial data.
At time zero, we take the height h to be unity:
h (x, o)=1 (12) for x in the basic interval [ -1, 1]. B. A variational principle and its consequences Equation (7) is dissipative in structure. Hence, one should expect that there might be some kind of Lyapunov function for this equation. Consider the integral (13) which is well defined up to the time of the first singularity. Here h is required to obey boundary conditions (11) .
If h and P are non-negative, this integral is non-negative.
A brief calculation shows that Eqs. (7) and (11) imply that I(t) has a monotonic decrease in time. Let h (x, t ) be a solution to Eqs. (7) (11) . They represent the likely infinite-time limit of the solutions, if no singularity intervenes in finite time.
Then, starting from a smooth and positive initial h (x,0), it can be proved that, if P & 2, then
If P )2 we expect that, if the solution exists for all time, it will approach the weak solution in which Eq. (7) is obeyed almost everywhere and has h continuous.
C. The simulational methodology
Solutions to Eq. (7) for h were constructed by using two different methods: a finite-difference scheme and a finite-element scheme.
Finite difference rnetho-d
The first numerical method we used was a finitedifference Inethod with equally spaced mesh points bewhere h~+, . is always 1 according to the first boundary condition. Equation (22) Given H HJN, , the sequence IH" I for n )0 is defined by the following relations:
For 0= -, ' this is a second-order correct implicit method based on the trapezoidal rule with extrapolation for some of the nonlinearities. The scheme is still second-order correct (for 8= -, ' ) if the second G( ) term is omitted, but it was found empirically that omitting that term induced a strong time-step limitation.
In our numerical experiments with this method, the initial data and the mesh were taken to be symmetric about 0; this makes H" an even function for each n. For efficiency the symmetry was enforced on the computed solution. Also we used 0 slightly larger than -, ' to damp very-high-frequency modes. The initial time step was chosen experimentally and an ad hoc time-step adjustment rule controlled the step thereafter. The step adjustment rule rejected steps on which the minimum of H decreased by more than 10%, ' in these cases the step size was halved and the step was retried. After long periods without step rejection modest step increases were tried, subject to a predefined maximum.
Based on repeated experiments with various time-step constraints, it seems that the time truncation was small relative to the space truncation. We look for additional scaling. In Fig. 12 , we plot the time dependence of some characteristic distances. There are two important lengths in this problem. The first, h(x*(t)+g(t), t ) min (32)
From Fig. 12 , we see that 6 varies roughly as t with g varying roughly as t ', and the ratio 6/g being rather time independent. There is one more scaling relation which will prove important in what follows, the scaling of the current. Let J(t) be the current j(x,t) evaluated at the minimum of h. showing that J decreases roughly as t, and also gives a plot which shows that J(t)/(ho), is roughly constant.
The plots of Figs. 11 -13 suggest that there might be a scaling behavior shown by the solutions. We look for this scaling, since it might well give us insight into the possible infinite-time structure of the solutions. 
On the same plot, we show the actual result of the simu- Figure 15 plots this particular solution. We normalize the solution in exactly the same way as we normalized the experimental data. Specifically [14] ) to see under what conditions one can expect finite-time singularities.
